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Do you have what it takes to be a true
detective? Explore the mysteries of Lakeview
Island in Hidden Mysteries: The Healer’s
Daughter Collector’s Edition and unravel the
case in four all new Hidden Object scenes!
Based on the movie Hidden Mysteries, this
hidden object mystery game presents an
exciting, original storyline by acclaimed author
Graham Salisbury and a unique premise
featuring a mother who is the crime-fighting
detective! In this helpful Hidden Object puzzle
adventure game, you must locate images of
owls in a variety of different scenes and
collect all of the given items to help you solve
the mystery. In each level, you will see various
items that you must combine in order to
complete the level. There are more than 200
objects to find, so be sure to use your
detective skills to help solve the case. You can
also play the Hidden Objects mini-game
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anytime if you get stuck, so you'll never lose
your grip on the story. All of the collected
items are worth a tidy sum. Not only will you
be able to save the Healer’s daughter, but you
can also make some extra cash with the help
of this game. Enjoy this thrilling Hidden Object
Puzzle adventure as you watch the plot unfold
and uncover the truth of what has happened
to the Healer’s daughter! If you feel like
making a bit of extra cash, you can choose to
play the Hidden Object mini-game any time to
get a better chance of completing the level.
With the Collector’s Edition of Hidden
Mysteries: The Healer’s Daughter, you are
sure to receive the complete story! Big Fish
Editor's Choice! This title was chosen for its
high standard of quality and amazingly
positive reviews from our Game Club beta
testers. You have a private investigator’s
license! Now it’s time to prove your skills in
solving a difficult mystery case! Lily has been
missing for a few days, and now a new girl has
started to move into her house! It looks like
the new girl might be the missing girl! Can you
solve the mystery in Hidden Mysteries: The
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Missing Girl Collector’s Edition? Your actions
will also influence the mysterious plot of the
game! In Hidden Mysteries: The Missing Girl
Collector’s Edition, you must investigate a
house that has been attacked by thieves and
find a missing girl. As you navigate your way
through the house, you will find a variety of
items that will help you locate and solve the
mystery. You will receive help from different
characters, who are

League Of Light: Wicked Harvest Collector's Edition Features
Key:
"A Cold Fall Day in Eternity" game (included)
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